February 26, 2019

I am writing you in opposition HB3063. I am not anti-vaccine just pro informed consent and as a welleducated mother I believe you should be able to decide what can be injected into your child. I work in
health care, have a master’s degree and have done my research. I am a vaccine injured child myself and
know firsthand that pharmaceutical companies are not held accountable for the damages they cause. If
given a choice I would have picked measles any day over the medical nightmare I have had as a result of
the MMR vaccine. Not allowing children that are not vaccinated to attend school without a medical
exemption is just silly. Those same children will be at the grocery store, at concerts and other public
events. Will they be forbidden to be allowed in public? At college? At work? The list goes on and on. If
vaccines are so trustworthy it makes absolutely no sense that one should be so worried about contracting
a disease from those unvaccinated. In 1986 a 60 billion dollar pharmaceutical industry successfully
bought legislation that makes them free of all liability when they do cause harm. Why would they need to
be free of the liability if in fact they do not cause harm? If polio for example was to go around today it
would have morphed so greatly that none of our current vaccines would even be effective. Polio is just
one of the many examples of a disease that was not irradiated by vaccine but simply died off over time.
Just like measles that is cyclical. Please see attached data. Why if vaccines are safe and effective would
the pharmaceutical companies need the protection from legal recourse? IT IS COMMON SENSE.
Vaccines are deemed safe and effective by those selling them. I am happy to provide you with the
countless studies that I have read from factual sources if you are interested.
On another note I am being asked to trust Health and Human Services (HHS) who is supposed to twice
yearly file a vaccine safety report and openly admitted to not filing a report in over 30 years! There is no
accountability or recourse for the injuries vaccines cause. You only have to step foot into a public school
to see the rampant results in the increase in behavior and disorders that we simply did not see 40 years
ago. The only thing that has drastically changed in this time is the amount of required vaccines. This is
not merely a coincidence.
Vaccines are very clearly linked to the increasing dramatic rise in Autism in this country. Pharmaceutical
companies profit off of autism and will never actually let independent studies be done. Mary Megson, MD
and V. Singh MD have done extensive research and studies on this and found that when children are
given the MMR vaccine it causes a vitamin A deficiency and 55% of families in a 400 case study noted
that the autism appeared after the MMR vaccines and 33% said that it took place after the DPT vaccine.
Both sides should be considered when looking at a bill that will exempt children from school. Most of us
that have done our research will chose to homeschool as we can’t in good faith inject these toxins into our
children. If we lived in one of the many other developed countries we could get vaccines that do not
contain the toxins we so liberally allow in our vaccines and this would not be an issue but we live in the
USA where big Pharma rules and are not given this option. Please listen to Roberty Kennedy Jr, Dr
Suzanne Humphries, Dr John Bergman and Dr Jack Wolson to name a few of the well educated people
on the subject don’t just read studies published by big pharmaceutical companies whom fund the studies.
These choices should be left up to the people. It is our body, our rights and our choices. How is it not
tyranny to take this choice away? Is it not concerning and common sense to wonder why vaccine
producers “donate” millions of dollars every year to those who create the vaccine schedules (Academy of
Pediatrics”. Who will be held accountable if I am forced to inject my child with all these vaccines and he
becomes unrecognizable as himself and in anguish? No one.

Have you or anyone you know actually read the vaccine pamphlets? Were you aware that in 1986 when
the liability of the vaccines were taken away the schedule increased from 20 doses to now over 70 doses!
Are you aware that autoimmune disease and neurological damages in our children in the 80s was about
12% and is currently over 56% and goes up annually? No one seems to care about this connection! They
are on a hunt for the pharmaceutical companies to increase profits with no accountability. Does everyone
just think auto immune and neurological conditions are magically increasing and have no correlation? Do
you think pharmaceutical companies would ever allow for that study to be done?
I am simply begging that you let parents make informed choices for their children. If those who want to
vaccinate do so then let them and they can feel protected. But it makes no sense that if vaccines work so
well why are they concerned that my non-vaccinated child would cause them any harm? I know you have
probably been fed lies on herd vaccination but I urge you to look into those false studies with fresh eyes.
Measles failed to be eradicated after the vaccine rate reached the 70-75% marker that they thought would
ensure herd immunity in 1967. They then kept raising the number to ensure herd immunity and now say a
95% rate is needed yet outbreaks occur in fully vaccinated populations as the vaccine itself does not
work. Please see attached US measles mortality rates and you can clearly see that measles declined well
before the vaccine was even administered in 1964. Please see attached PDF for slides and supporting
documents.
Please consider with new eyes willing to learn and not just be educated by those selling vaccines.
Campaign contributions from Big Pharma/Vaccine injurers. Rep. Greg Walden REPUBLICAN HOUSE OR
(DISTRICT 2) CURRENT CYCLE $302,300 TOTAL SINCE 2007 $883,542. This is who is presenting the
bill I was told on Thursday! Really!
https://khn.org/news/campaign/?fbclid=IwAR0Z2XujR0mOgphKSIyMfPlM8BcMBQybLezq9wNE678JD5P
Qen7Gb8Tgz8o

Respectfully yours,

Aylee Rhea
Gearhart, County of Clatsop Oregon 97138

Sent from my iPhone

